
 
 
 

To: LSAR Members and MLS Users  

From: Gabe Walsh – LSAR CEO 

Date: 12/15/2022 

Re: Issues within the MLS Related to Properties that Are Active with Contingencies (Impacting Wisconsin Listings - no Reported 

Issues for Minnesota Listings) 

What the LSAR MLS Did 

The Lake Superior Area REALTORS® Multiple Listing Service implemented numerous MLS Changes that can be explained here 

on December 8, 2022. Those changes happened overnight and were apparent December 9, 2022. We heard a couple concerns 

in the first day or two when changes went live related to properties that were being marketed as active with contingencies. 

Within the last two days, concerns have become more widespread. The LSAR team and our implementation team has been 

working diligently to find solutions to help improve your experience within the MLS. The issues noted below are, to date, 

impacting only Wisconsin Listings that are active with contingencies. 

As part of the MLS changes, the status “AWC – Active with Contingencies” was removed. If a Wisconsin property has an 

accepted offer with contingencies, options that may be available with the changes include: 

1) Mark the Status as Active, add the contingency value “Without Bump Clause (WI Only)” if there is an accepted 

offer that has contingencies, but does not have a bump clause 

2) Mark the Status as Active, add the contingency value “With Bump Clause (WI Only)” if there is an accepted offer 

that has contingencies and includes a bump clause   

3) Mark the Status as Active and select any other contingency value that WI License Law allow you to use 

4) Mark the Status as Pending if there is an accepted offer, but the property has not yet closed 

The Primary Issue 

The primary issue being reported is that Wisconsin Agents who have properties as active with a contingency are not able, in 

their MLS reports and views, to see properties that are active with contingencies. I can verify that right now, the Standard 

Default MLS Spreadsheet displays contingencies for properties that are active with a contingency view. If you are not seeing 

this right now, you will need to follow the directions below to either 1) customize your report to show the contingency, or 2) 

revert to the default MLS Spreadsheet.  

Additionally, if you are trying to share active listings with clients and select (in your search) “All Active Listings” – this will bring 

up all the active listings both with and without contingencies. If you desire to share all these with clients, you need to do 

nothing!  

However, if you only want to share active listings that do not have any type of accepted offer with a contingency, you will need 

to modify your search according to the directions below. If you follow those instructions, you will be able to bring up such 

properties.  
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Here is What You Need to Do  

All LSAR Default MLS Reports are updated to include a contingency field as a default value to the default reports.  

 

The MLS Default spreadsheet includes a contingency value as well. However, if a user has modified their spreadsheet view, 

they will need to either customize the contingency field in where they wish to have it or revert the report to default. They can 

accomplish this by going to the customize button and clicking fields from the spreadsheet view:  
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If you are an agent who would like to have their contacts not receive any notifications on listings that have Contingencies this 

can be set up as part of your saved search. You would need to enter the contingencies you do not wish to have shown and 

change the drop-down item to “Not Equal to”. This will allow you to still send active listings while ignoring any that have 

contingencies selected. Note that if you do want to include contingencies you can skip this portion. 

  

Other Items Being Worked On 

1. If properties are being viewed through Showing Time, properties that are active with contingencies are not noting a 

contingency at all. We are working with engineers at Showing Time to identify solutions that can be implemented 

swiftly to change this. Likely, what we can do is have the contingency value in “short form” show next to the “Active” 

Status. For example, the hope would be a property that is inputted as “Active” with a contingency value of “With Bump 

Clause (WI Only)” would appear in Showing Time As: “Active” and the short value “WBC” would appear somewhere 

close or directly next to the Active Status. 

 

2. Websites such as Realtor.com and Zillow.com are showing properties that are active with contingencies as “Active” 

with no notation of contingencies. This is consistent with how some nearby MLS’s syndicate and how these sites 

display such listings. This is more of a question of policy than anything that can be vetted by the MLS Committee.  

 

3. Other issues that arise with other places we syndicate listings to and how they talk to each other.  

Support is Available if you Need Assistance 

If you are needing support, you can call our office and we will work to help walk you through this. Additionally, if an LSAR 

Staff Member is not immediately available, you have access (as a benefit) to the Paragon Support Number: (877-657-

4357). They are aware of these specific issues and have been prepared to field calls. We don’t give you that 

information to punt you away from the LSAR Office – we give you that information because they are experts with the 

software and a resource for you. 

 

 


